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Foreign costs. A no less real problem may arise, however, if
both the public and private sectors find it difficult to finance
local costs. In the case of Uganda which lacks a central barik,
financing
of local costs could be a problem for the next five
year plan. It is imperative that some aspects of the plan deal
with the problem of obtaining the necessary local finance. It
would be a tragedy if the government had to plan on being severely
restricted in the amount of local capital which can be' raised
especially for financing labour intensive projects or projects
which include large inputs from the construction industry which
tends to run at excess capäcity except during periods of very high
rates of growth.
Ideally in drawing up the sectoral plans, the sectoral
oemmittees_ should make a füll cost benefit analysis of each
projects Where this is not possible, at least an attempt should
be made to calculate the ratios of capital, import costs, and
skill ed labours to value added. In general all of these ratios
ought to be minimized.
In many (probably rnost) cases these
requirements conflict, e.g. a low ratio of import costs to valueadded may be accompanied by a high ratio of skilled manpovirer to
value added. In such instances one of the ratios can be given
pricrity, depending on which of the resources is deemed to be the
most scarce. For example a maximum value may be placed on the
skilled manpower and capital cost to value added ratios and the
sectoral planners told to choose those projects which minimize the
foreign exchange costs per unit of value added.
If füll project evaluations can be made, then one of two
apxroaches can be used:
(l) Each sector is given a target and
the committee responsible for plans within a sector is told
to minimize the cost of achieving the specified target rate of
output on the basis of their project evaluations.
(2) A specified amount of capital is allocated to each sector and the sector
oommittee told to maximize the total returns (value of output
less costs) on their allocated amount of capital. For some
sectors it is extremely difficult to formulate gross output targets,
This applies especially in the case of government activities,
•social overheads and other services. In these cases the Solution
may be to use the second planning method - allocate a given amount
of capital and ask the sectoral planners to maximize the returns.
For example, this procedure would probably be desirable in the
case of the transport sector. It is extremely difficult to assess
the results of any project in terms of an increase in output of
vehicle-miles or ton-miles, especially for projects where the
main benefits are in the decrease in transport costs which
evidences itself in an increa.se in output of other sectors. For
some sectors, however, it would be relatively easy to set targets
in terms of gross output. For these sectors the first planning
method would be used. This would result in a combination of the
two planning procedures for which it. would be more difficailt to s
ort general principles to follow but which would be the more
fea'sible in practical terms,.
Cost Standardization.
In making their project evaluations the crucial point is that
the method of calculating costs ought to be standardized. As
much as possible costs should be divided into several categories.
First of all the distinction between capital and recurrent costs
must be made clear. This involves many problems of measurement.
For example, the distinction between maintenance, a recurrent
costs, and other capital costs is not always clear-. Second, the
local capital cost (involving purchase of local capital goods)
sho\ild be kept distinct from the foreign capital cost (involving

